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These points are aligned – they form a pattern on the map.



Pattern: Alignments of Points

• Pattern discovered in 1921 by the amateur 

archaeologist Alfred Watkins, whose book 

The Old Straight Track brought the 

alignments to the attention of the wider 

public. 



Leylines

• Leylines: alignments of a number of 

places of geographical interest, such as 

ancient monuments and megaliths. 

• The existence of alignments between sites 

is easily demonstrated. However, the 

causes of these alignments are disputed.



Leylines

• Are these alignments “significant”?

• And if they are, how can we “explain” them?



Leylines

• Are these alignments significant?

• And if they are, how can we explain them?

• Archaeological: the product of ancient surveying, property markings, or commonly travelled 
pathways. Numerous societies, ancient and modern, employ straight lines between points of use; 

• Cultural: many cultures use straight lines across the landscape. In South America, such lines 
often are directed towards mountain peaks; the Nazca lines are a famous example of lengthy lines 
made by ancient cultures. Straight lines connect ancient pyramids in Mexico…

• New Age: the ley lines and their intersection points resonate a special psychic or magical energy, 
often including elements such as geomancy, dowsing or UFOs, stating that, for instance, UFO's 
travel along ley lines (in the way that one might observe that cars use roads and highways). These 
points on lines have electrical or magnetic forces associated with them. 

• Skeptical: Skeptics of the actuality of ley lines often classify them as pseudoscience. Such 
skeptics tend to doubt that ley lines were planned or made by ancient cultures, and argue that 
apparent ley lines can be readily explained without resorting to extraordinary or 
pseudoscientific ideas.



Leylines

• How to choose the locations 

to include in a leyline?

• Choosing locations 

AFTER the leyline has been hypothesized 

can lead to problems…





A Rich Leyline





Leylines

• Choosing the data after the line has been 

postulated can lead to serious statistical 

issues (when proving its significance)

• But also choosing a line connecting some 

locations out of a large set, can lead to 

serious statistical problems 







Visit the West of England



Alignments of Random Points

• Skeptics believe that their 
null hypothesis of ley-line-
like alignments as due to 
random chance is consistent 
with the evidence. They 
believe that this consistency 
removes the need to explain 
the alignments in any other 
way. 

• Given the high density of 
historic and prehistoric sites in 
Britain and other parts of 
Europe, finding straight lines 
that "connect" sites is trivial, 
and may be easily ascribed to 
coincidence. 
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What is a Pattern?

• Any relation in the data

that is of interest to us. 

• Typically we are interested in relations 

that are not accidental (significant).

• We often look for patterns 

because we expect them 

to have predictive power.



Pattern Discovery

• Given some DATA, we can look for patterns 
belonging to a pre-specified class of candidates 
(pattern class).

• This can be seen as a search problem, often 
addressed with optimization techniques, or by 
resorting to clever data structures that help the 
search.

• Example: all substrings in a text, etc. etc.



Pattern Discovery

• This part of the problem, does not 

distinguish between significant and non-

significant relations

• It uses algorithms to discover relations.



Finding Patterns

• Hough transform
is an algorithm
to detect linear
configurations
of points

• We can count 
how many k-tuples
of points
are (approximately)
aligned
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Data

• Megalithic sites in UK



Patterns

Caveat:

- our dataset

did not have

locations in 

London

-We did not

constrain Lines

to Be within

coastlines

- we need an 

objective

way to validate

…



Null Model

• Postcode locations in 

UK?

• (not a very good one)



Strength of a Pattern

• Quantify:

how many points 

are aligned, and 

at what level of 

precision?

• Histogram of: 

number of k-

points alignments 

in data…



Predictive vs. Significant

• Can we predict

the presence of a point 

from the rest of the data? 

(redundancy…)

• Can we explain the 

relation as the effect of 
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Null Hypothesis: Random Set

Two ways to validate discovered patterns



General Pattern Finding

• The same problem 
arises in all areas of pattern analysis

– Network Patterns

– Biosequences

– Images

– Numeric data analysis 
(eg time series)

– Transactions in DataBases

– …



Why Patterns?

• Patterns in IQ testing

• Patterns in Science

• Patterns in ART ?

• Patterns in the sky?



Patterns and Intelligence

• We care so much 

about pattern finding 

skills, that we even 

use them (partly) to 

quantify intelligence…







Time Series Analysis

• Are we warming up?





DNA Analysis

TGACTGTAATGTGCTATGTACGGTAAA

TGGCTTTATGTGCTATGTACTGTTAAG

GGTGGGTAGGTTTGTTGGTATCCTAGT

GGGTGAGGGGTGGCTTTGGAGTTGCA

GTTGATGTGTGATAGTTGGGGGTTGAT

TGCTGTACTTGCTTGTAAGCATGGGGA

GGGGGTTTTGATGTGGATTGGGTA



Why Patterns?

• Patterns can be anywhere

• Finding them is an algorithmic and 

statistical task

• Data can include sequences, numbers, 

graphs, maps, images, text, etc. etc. …

• Methods for search and statistical analysis 

will be discussed in the next talks



The Big Picture

• Next talk: model the process of finding patterns in data 

• Pattern Discovery: given a hypothesis space Π, and 
some data X, find …

• Pattern Matching: given a pattern Π and some data X, 
detect occurrences of the pattern in the data …

• The expression Pattern Recognition has been used in 
both senses, and in many others, and will not be used 
here for clarity… 

Task for you: write down DATA 

and Pattern Space behind

every method explained in this school



The Search Problem

• Optimization / Operations Research / 

Theoretical Computer Science

provide an excellent language and 

framework to study searches in pattern 

spaces

Task for you: identify search strategy

behind every method explained 

in this school?



The Statistical Problem

• Statistics (both classical and modern 

learning-theory) provides an excellent 

framework to analyze significance and 

predictive power of relations found in data

Task for you: identify statistical validation 

strategies behind

every method explained in this school.

(Significance? Predictive power? Other?)



Pattern Analysis

• PA: all issues concerned with efficient 

discovery, matching, validation of 

significant patterns in any kind of data

• Hence this meeting and other meetings of 

the same type: 

to bring together various strands of this 

discipline



Back to Leylines: pattern testing…

• Are leylines in need of an explanation?

• Is the number of aligned locations 
comparable with what is found in random 
data?

• Have key locations been found as the 
result of leyline analysis?

• Difficult to answer, unless we have an 
objective way to select candidate locations



Who Needs Patterns?

• Modern science is BASED on our 

capability to automatically detect patterns 

in data

– Genomics

– Astronomy

– ?



Pattern Analysis

• Can we understand in a unified way the 
task of finding relations in data?

• There are general principles and methods 
that do not distinguish between…

– types of data, 

– types of applications, 

– types of relations, 

– algorithmic vs statistical problems



Some Modern Challenges

• Structured input / output

• Statistical inference for complex data

• Predictive power for non-statistical data

• Integration / fusion of heterogeneous types of 
data

• Understanding search / inference problems in a 
unified way

• Applications are setting the agenda for 
theoretical research 
(bioinformatics, web, robotics, translation, etc)



This School

• Third edition 
after Erice 2005 and Bertinoro 2007

• General framework for Pattern Analysis and Impact of 
Pattern Analysis on science / society / technology
– ASSOCIATION PATTERNS

– COMBINATORIAL STRING PATTERNS

– NETWORK PATTERNS AND BIOINFORMATICS

– PATTERNS IN VECTORS (SETS OF POINTS) (Includes 
KERNEL METHODS)

– STATISTICAL LEARNING THEORY

– METHODS

– APPLICATIONS



The Programme
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Logistics



MAPS

• A map here
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